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microscope and telescope, with their capacity to enlarge, isolate and

probe, demonstrate how details can be ________ and separated

from the whole. (05/1)A) radiated B) extended C) prolonged D)

magnified2. The Japanese scientists have found that scents

______efficiency and reduce stressamong office workers.(01/1)A)

enhance B) amplify C) foster D) magnify3. When people are asked

what kind of housing they need or want, the question ______

avariety of answers. (99/6)A) defies B) magnifies C) mediates D)

evokes4. It is true that____ a wild plant into a major food crop such

as wheat requires much research time. (98/1)A) multiplying B)

breeding C) magnifying D) generating5. The republication of the

poets most recent works will certainly _______ his national

reputation. (97/6)A) magnify B) strengthen C) enlarge D) enhance

Respectable(4次)1. No one imagined that the apparently ________

businessman was really a criminal.(01/1)A) respective B) respectable

C) respectful D) realistic2. The old gentleman was a very ________

looking person, with gray hair and goldspectacles. (00/1)A)

respectful B) respected C) respective D) respectable3. The goal is to

make higher education available to everyone who is willing and

capable______ his financial situation. (99/1)A) with respect to B) in

accord with C) regardless of D) in terms of4. These areas rely on

agriculture almost ______ , having few mineral resources and a



minimumof industrial development. (99/1)A) respectively B)

extraordinarily C) incredibly D) exclusively Penalty(3次)1. The

court considers a financial ______ to be an appropriate way of

punishing him. (99/1)A) option B) duty C) obligation D) penalty2.

Over the last fifteen years, running has become a popular ________

for 30 million participants of all ages. (98/6)A) fantasy B) pastime C)

symposium D) penalty3. The court considers a financial ______ to

be an appropriate way of punishing him. (98/1)A)payment B)

obligation C) option D) penalty Permanent(3次)1. What you say

now is not ____ with what you said last week. (02/6)A) consistent B)

persistent C) permanent D) insistent2. The old lady has developed a

________ cough which cannot becured completely in ashort

time.(01/1)A) perpetual B) permanent C) chronic D) sustained3.

Diamonds have little ______ value and their price depends almost

entirely on their scarcity. (99/1)A) extinct B) permanent C) surplus

D) intrinsic Obedient(2次)1. Students are expected to be quiet and

____ in an Asian classroom. (03/12)A) obedient B) overwhelming

C) skeptical D) subsidiary2. In some countries, students are expected

to be quiet and ________ in the classroom. (01/1)A) skeptical B)

faithful C) obedient D) subsidiary Offensive(2次)1. There was once

an _______ idea that the earth was flat and motionless. (99/6)A)

absurd B) intrinsic C) eternal D) offensive2. Parents take a great

interest in the _______ questions braised by their children. (98/6)A)

nasty B) naive C) obscure D) offensive 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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